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ABSTRACT
This.document presents results of a wind tunnel test of the Rockwell
International Space Shuttle Mated Vehicle in the NASA Ames Research Center
at Moffett Field, California. The test is identified as IA82C and was
conducted in the 8 X 7-foot leg of the Ames Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel.
The primary test objective was to define the base pressure environ-
ment of the first and second stage mated vehicle in a supersonic flow
field from Mach 2.60 through 3.50 with simulated rocket engine exhaust
plumes. The secondary objective was to obtain the pressure environment
of the Orbiter at various vent port locations at these same freestream
conditions.
Data were obtained at angles of attack from -4° through +4° at zero
yaw, and at yaw angles from -4° through +4° at zero angle of attack, with
rocket plume sizes varying from smaller than nominal to much greater than
nominal. Failed Orbiter engine data were also obtained. Elevon hinge
moments and wing panel load data were obtained during all runs.
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speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
pressure coefficient; (p-| - Poj/q
Mach number; V/a
pressure; N/m2, psf
dynamic pressure; l/2pV2, N/m2, psf
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
angle of attack, degrees
angle of sideslip, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees






base area; m2, ft2
BREF reference span; m, ft
model span; m, ft
center of gravity
LREF reference length, m, ft
mean aerodynamic chord; m, ft
SREF wing area or reference area; m2, ft2









































moment reference point on X axis'
moment reference point on Y axis
moment reference point on Zjaxis
SRB nozzle throat area, in2
2MPS nozzle throat area, in
wing bending moment, about YQ = 106., in-lbf
wing bending moment coefficient, about YQ = 106
eleven reference length, in
inner eleven hinge moment coefficient, about
hinge line
outer eleven hinge moment coefficient, about
hinge line
wing panel normal force coefficient
surface tap pressure coefficient, i = tap number
wing torsion moment coefficient, about XQ =1307
inboard eleven deflection, degrees
outboard eleven deflection, degrees
expansion ratio, MPS nozzle
expansion ratio, SRM nozzle '
external tank











































outer eleven hinge moment about hinge line, in-lbs
leading edge sweep angle, deg.
static pressure, psia
nozzle plume boundary exit angle measured relative
to the nozzle center!ine
local Mach number
main propulsion system
wing panel normal force - Ibf
surface pressure at ith tap number
chamber pressure, psia
Orbiter chamber pressure, psia
SRM chamber pressure, psia
I • : ' . :
nozzle exit, i indicates nozzle location, psia
local static pressure, psia
tunnel freestream static pressure, psia
tunnel freestream total pressure, psia
local total pressure at ith probe, psia
Orbiter chamber to freestream pressure ratio
SRB chamber to freestream pressure ratio
exit to freestream pressure ratio at ith station























space shuttle main engines
average tunnel total temperature °R
Orbiter plume air total temperature, °R
SRM plume air total temperature, °R
wing panel torsion moment, in-Vbf
SRB nozzle weight flow rate, Ib/sec
MRS nozzle weight flow rate Ib/sec
Subscripts












i = surface tap numbers, see figure 2i
» = freestream tunnel conditions
b = base
1 = local
s = static conditions





























wing center of pressure as a fraction of
body length
wing center of pressure as a fraction of
body span
incremental inboard eleven deflection, degrees
incremental outboard eleven deflection, degrees
incremental surface tap pressure coefficient
incremental wing bending moment coefficient,
about Y0 =106 :
incremental wing torsion moment coefficient,
about X0 = 1307 .
incremental wing panel normal force coefficient
hinge moment coefficient increment for inboard eleven
due to power/plume effect, power on- power off
hinge moment coefficient increment for outboard eleven
due to power/plume effect, power on- power off
incremental wing center of pressure as a fraction
of body length
incremental wing center of pressure as a fraction
of body span
SRM base angle of roll, degrees
Orbiter angle of roll, degrees
SRB Mach rake angle of roll, degrees






























SRM base longitudinal distance, in
Orbiter longitudinal distance, in
Orbiter lateral distance, in
Orbiter vertical distance, in
SRB Mach rake longitudinal distance, in
external tank longitudinal distance, in
radius of tap location, in
radius of tap location divided by outer radius
body flap deflection angle, degrees
rudder deflection angle, degrees
elevon deflection angle, degrees
speed brake flare angle, degrees
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REMARKS
To obtain data for data sets (comprised of three data runs), the wind
tunnel freestream Mach number was set, and the model nozzle blowing system
pressures were set and allowed to stabilize. Pressure and panel data were
then recorded at each of the five a/B combinations.
No difficulty was encountered in bleeding off the added mass of model
nozzle plume air from the tunnel circuit to maintain constant freestream
conditions.
Good data confidence is assignable on the basis of model and instru-
mentation performance and running checks for anomalies made throughout
the test program.
Hinge moment data are good, and wing normal force and bending moment
data are in reasonable agreement with prior data. Wing root torsional
moment data differ from expected values. However, this difference is.
primarily due to loads on the forward wing glove (a primary contribution
to wing root torsional moment) which were not measured by the instrumen-
tation on the model .
Zero returns on the wing gauges taken varied less than 0.4% and sen-
sitivity shifts were negligible. The eleven zero returns were generally
less than 0.3% with zero shift of less than 0.4%. These values are for
full scale ranges which were nominally 1.05 times the maximum test loads




The model was a blade strut mounted.0.010-scale replica of the
Rockwell International first stage (Orbiter, external oxygen hydrogen tank
and solid rocket boosters) Space Shuttle Vehicle. The model was used to
simulate the second stage by the removal of the solid rocket boosters.
The model was fabricated entirely of Armco steel stock, with the
exception of mechanical fasteners, seals, and electrical instrumentation
by and under the direction of the B-l Division of Rockwell International.
The basic Orbiter was in accord with Rockwell International drawing
VL70-000140C lines with the substitution of the blunter VL70-08410 and
VL70-08401 Orbital Maneuvering System (QMS) pods on the upper sidewalls
and the elimination of the drag chute fairing from the vertical tail, re-
verting to the prior drawing, VL70-000146A. This combination has been
designated - "HOC modified" or VC70-000002.
The Orbiter is of blended wing body design with a double delta plan-
form (81/45ALc) 12% thick wing and full span elevens with a six inch inter-
panel gap between the independently deflectable inner and outer panels.
A single centerline vertical tail with rudder and/or speedbrake capability
is mounted between the two QMS pods, and a single body flap to aid in
trim control during reentry from orbit is fitted on the lower trailing
edge of the fuselage; the rudder/speedbrake and body flaps are not de-
flectable on this model. The Orbiter configuration simulated is shown in
figure 2b.
The External Tank (ET) was in accord with Rockwell International
19
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued)
drawing VC78-000002 for general confirmation. The attach hardware was on
drawing VL78-000062B and is the same as fitted to model 52T. The tank was
of cylindrical cross-section and had a liquid oxygen vent valve housing
with lightning rod at the front of the 612.0" radius tangent ogive nose.
The outer surface simulated was what is referred to on later drawings as
the outside skin tine which is the surface without the TPS thickness (SOFI)
added. Longeron hat section stiffeners between the oxygen and hydrogen
portions of the ET were simulated.
The general arrangement of External Tank is shown in Figure 2c.
The Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB) were modelled to conform to Rockwell
International drawing VC77-000002A with the exception that to maintain
consistency with model 88-S, the nozzle external contours were reflective
of the earlier VL77-000066 drawing with a nozzle gimbal point 86.8 inches
from the exit plane.
The SRB's are of cylindrical form with a flared base shielding the
nozzle and forward skirt with a conical nose. A data capsule on the for-
ward skirt, the cable systems tunnel and aft skirt stiffening struts were
simulated.
The general layout of an SRB is shown in Figure 2d.
The model was basically in accord with Rockwell International Shuttle
Control drawing VC72-OOOOQ2 with the exceptions noted, and may be properly
referred to as Modified Vehicle 4 or proposed Vehicle 5.
The general layout of the first and second stage vehicles is shown
20
CONFIGURATION INVESTIGATED (Continued)
in Figures 2a and 2e.
The Ames Unitary Tunnel high pressure air supply was utilized for cold
jet plume simulation of the jet plumes eminating from the Orbiter MPS and
SRB nozzles. The Orbiter MPS and the SRB nozzles were on each of two in-
dependent air supply systems which allow for separate throttling of each
nozzle system.
The blowing nozzles were test flowed in calibration programs at the
Rocketdyne Rocket Nozzle Test Facility to determine that a satisfactory
quiescent plume shape was produced, and to calibrate initial turning angle
versus chamber pressure. These calibrations were performed with an appro-
< * . • * . •
priate simulated air supply system, MRS or SRB, to most accurately re-
produce the quiescent plume shape that could be expected with the nozzle
mounted on the model, and consequently most accurately predict the
Newtonian plume to be obtained at tunnel freestream conditions.
The initial turning angle is defined in Figure 2j. Results of the
nozzle calibrations are tabulated in Table IV.
The plume shapes for various Mach numbers were obtained by using one
nozzle contour and setting specific values of P^ /P^ 'or Pe17PM for each dif-
ferent Mach number. The nominal settings are presented in Tables IV and
V for the Orbiter and SRB nozzles.
The theoretical flow rates for MPS and SRB nozzle can be obtained
by the following equations:
21
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued)
Assume: Ty = 560°R (100°F)




WMPS = .00098 P Ib/sec per MRS nozzle
CO
WCDD = .0074 P Ib/sec per SRB nozzle
oKb ' CS










N0ft OMS nozzley y . . - . . • • • ' •
V0 Vertical tailo
W127 Wing
The nomenclature for the external oxygen hydrogen tank ("^ 2S^  was
Nomenclature Tank Component


















The nomenclature for the Solid Rocket Booster (S22) was:
Nomenclature SRB Component











The entire mated vehicle first stage was 0-j T2g $22' and the second
stage was 0-j T28-
Dimensional data are presented in Table III.
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MODEL INSTRUMENTATION
Two three-pack scanivalves mounted at the base of the blade were used
to accrue data from 82 surface pressure taps, distributed as follows:
Location Number of Taps
Orbiter base 13
OMS pod base 4
Vertical 1
Body flap 5
Side of Orbiter 20
External tank 31
SRB bases 8
i _ • " • • . . - .
These pressure taps were hardlined to the connection at the scani-
valve. The basic array of the pressure taps is shown in figures 2f
through i.
The numbering scheme is 100 series taps on the Orbiter, 200 series
on the External Tank and 300 series on the SRB1s.
The right hand wing was made with the panel integral with a three
component strain gauged beam to allow root bending moment, root torsion
moment and panel normal force to be measured. The .015 inch gap to the
Orbiter fuselage was not sealed.
The left hand wing panel was rigidly attached to the fuselage of the
Orbiter, but was provided with plain bearing hinged deflectable eleven
with the inner and outer panels supported in torsion by individual strain
gauged beams to allow eleven hinge moments to be.obtained. The eleven
25
MODEL INSTRUMENTATION (Concluded)
was made with a cylindrical section lower gap and a conical section upper
gap with center!ines on the eleven hingeline so that the eleven gap will
remain constant with deflection. No attempt was made to simulate the
eleven flapper doors.
To provide similar model aeroelastic characteristics on both wings,
the elevon arrangement on the right hand wing was identical to the left
hand, but the beams were not gauged.
26
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Ames Research Center Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel 8 x 7-foot super-
sonic test circuit is a closed-return, variable-density, air medium con-
tinuous flow facility with a 16 foot long test section and was used for
IA82C. The throat has flexible sidewalls for control of tunnel Mach num-
ber. The tunnel is capable of attaining Mach numbers from 2.45 to 3.50
at Reynolds numbers from below 1.0 x 106/ft to approximately 5.0 x 106/ft.
Models are supported in general from stings mounted to a body of
revolution on a floor to ceiling strut system. Internal strain-gauge
balances are used for force and moment data, and pressure instrumentation
is provided.
Schlieren and shadowgraph equipment is available as well as addi-
tional force, moment, and stress monitoring instrumentation for specific
models.
A high pressure cold air supply system for simulation of reaction
motor exhaust plumes was installed, with operation from the control room.
This system had a new series of redundant regulators fitted and the sys-
tem updated in 1974. Flow capabilities run to greater than 100 Ibm/second
of unheated air at 3000 psig, fed from a huge vertical subterranian bottle
field allowing large flows for protracted periods.
27
DATA REDUCTION
The blowing systems were monitored at two nominal stations, upstream
of the nozzle (chamber pressure) and at the nozzle exits. The ratios of
I • '
chamber pressure to freestream static were computed:
PCO = PCORB _ MpcrpR
LPKPO
CS • = • • PCSRM _
= SRBCPRP PO
oo
Pei = PEi = RPEi
POO P°
The plume, air total temperatures, TTORB and TTSRM were also recorded.
Pressure coefficients were computed as follows:
where:
P-J = individual measured pressure.
For the base pressures,
i = 101 - 114 (omit 106)
= 1 2 1 - 124
= 131
= 141 - 145
= 201 - 231
= 3 0 1 - 3 0 4
= 311 - 314 (62 pressures)
: 28
DATA REDUCTION (Continued)
and for the vent location pressures,
i = 151 - 170 (20 pressures)

















The following reference dimensions were used:
Symbol Model Scale Value Full Scale Value
b , 9.3668 in 936.68 in
ce 0.907 in 90.70 in
c 4.748 in 474.80 in
Se 0.0210 ft2 210.00 ft2
Sw 0.2690 ft2 2690.00 ft2
bREF 12.903 in 1290.3 in
HREF 12.903 in 1290.3 in
Note: Coefficient equations on previous page do not use the plot
' / 29
DATA REDUCTION (Concluded)
reference block LREF (A'REF) and BREfr (bREF) values.
All the IA82C source data is presented in the Appendix. However,
only the wing panel loads and hinge moment plotted data figures are
presented in-this report (data sets RE5XXX).
The IA82B pressure data (Mach number range of 1.55 to 2.20) was com-
bined with the pressure data from IA82C (Mach number range of 2.60 to
3.50) and plotted versus Mach number. These results are published in
the IA82B report (DMS-DR-2231).
30
TABLE I.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MODEL COMPONENT : BOKY -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION • rnnfMmi-rn-Mon lkn P ri^Xit.^-r
__200-R». . Similar to lUO A/B fuselage except aft body revised and
mi dbod-ving -boot fair In X- = QhO to X r? lQi<Q.
MODEL SCALE; 0.010
VLTO-OOOl^ OC, -000202C,-000205A, -000200B, -000203A.
DRAWING NUMBER - _ ; _ •
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (IML: Fwd Sta. Xo=238),I.n. . 1290-3 12.903-
Length (OML: Fvd Sta Xo=235), Th.
Max Width (@Xo - 1528.3), In. ggi-.Q P.fltQ
Max Depth (@ Xo = Ik6k), In. 250.0 2.500
Fineness Ratio ^.800 b .899
Area - Ft2
Max. Cross-Sectional ?itn.flfl«; ~ .03^09
Planform • ' •
Wetted _«_-^—___ ««^__




MODEL COMPONENT : CANOPY - C12
GENERAL DESCRIPTION nonfigurat-tonlUf) n . orblter canopy, vehicle
^cabin No. "31 updated to MCR 200-R^. Used vith fuselage B^.
MODEL SCALE; 0.010 .
DRAWING NUMBER : VLTO-OOOl^OC. -000202B. -00020*1
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (XQ= U3^. 6^3-576), in. 1^3.357
Max Width (@ XQ = 513.127), In. 152. »H2
Max Depth fZQ=501 to ^9-39). In. 91-61 0.5l6
Fineness Ratio ____ ___, ^^. ...
Area , ; •. - , '- . • • • '-
Max. Cross-Sectional ' •'*"
Planform ;! «..— .— .— .^ -.^  .. „_____'
Wetted • ' .
Base . ___________ ' •
38
TABLE III (Cont'd)
MODEL COMPONENT: ELEVON -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Eleven for configuration 140C. Hingeline at
X « 1387. elevon split line X = 312.5. 6.0" ffitns. beveled edges/and
^ ™^ ™^^ ^^ ^^ "^^ ^^ ™- Yl ~~ '"^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ "^ "^••"•^ ™"»^ "^ "^^ ""™™"^ 1^»™"^ ™^ ™^ "*«™«*"*^ «^^ "««^ "- —
centerbodies. - •
MODEL SCALE; 0.010 '
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000140Cr -006069. -006092, SS-A01260
DIMENSIONS: (Data for One Side) FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area - Ft2 210.0 0.021
Span (equivalent), In. 349.2 3.492
Inb'd equivalent chord , In. 118.0 .1.180
Outb'd equivalent chord> In. 55.19 0.552
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.2096 0.2096
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.4004 0.4004
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 0.0 Q-Q
Tailing Edge - 10.056 '-10.056
Hingeline _ Q.QQ .0*0—_(Product of Area & c)
Area Moment (mGna*x*xedBfayex*XR*), Ft3 1587.25 O.QQ16
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, In. . 90.7 0.907
Hingeline dihedral (origin at




MODEL COMPONENT : *mw T-T.AP -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Configuration
located at X =1532. Z, =238.
body f l a .
MODEL SCALE; 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER ' vr-Tn-onoHion. 71.70-
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (XQ=1525.5 to Y
Max Width (@ L.E.., XQ = 'lS2S.q).Tn.
















MODEL COMPONENT : QMS POD - Ml6
GENERAL DESCRIPTION '• Configuration ifoc Orblter QMS nod - shn
r. CJPAT.TT. n ma
DRAWING NUMBER : OT.7n-rir>Akm
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (QMS Pwd Sta y0=l?lQ.S).Tn. -
Max Width (@ XQ = 1511), In.
Max Depth (@ XQ = 1511), In-
Fineness Ratio ___












MODEL COMPONENT: RUDDER - R,-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration Itoo orbiter rudder (identical
to configuration jttOA/B rudder) . _ ; _ '
MODEL SCALE; Q.P1Q- _ ;_ • _
DRAWING NUMBER: VL7D-0001U6B,- -000095
*
DIMENSIONS:. FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area - Ft2 100.15 O.OlOpe
Span {equivalent) , la. 201.00 2 .,010
• .fl*«^ ... ' " •
Inb 'd equivalent chord , In. " 91-583'
' ' '
,
Outb'd equivalent chord , In. 50.833 0.508'
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb 'd equiv. chord Q.ltOO o.too
- ' • -
At Outb'd equiv. chord Q.<<00
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 3^ .83 3
Trailing Edge 26.25 26/25
HingeTlne 3^.83 .^'83
Area Moment X Product of Area and c),Ft^









MACH NO. 2.6, 3vO, 3.5
Length - In.
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane

































MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLES - Nfl
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : QMS nz2 e in
7deg from null position. Use -witi
•






Gimbal Point to Exit Plane
Throat to Exit Plane
* - •






























MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V8
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration






Area (Theo) - Ft
Planform












Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC .
B.L. of .25 MAC
Airfoil Section
Leading Vedge .^ngle - Deg.































' TABLE III (CONT'D')
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: VJING-W ,.
GENERA'. DESCRIPTION: Conf}.e^f^s>n.ikOC prblter virur. MCR 200-Ri. .
ll*OA/B vine V,,^but vi t,h ref Inpmpnt- .s- Imrvn
(Xf, = 91+0 to X0 = lOJfO); eleven split line

















Aerodynamic Twist, degrees .








Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
'.W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
EXPOSED DATA . «
Area (Yheo) Ft •







Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC




Data for (1) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuf f «
Planfcnn Area Ft*
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. 9 Sta
Leading Edge Intersects Wing 9 Sta
46


































































MODEL COMPOMEHT: FAIRING -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Umbilical door fairing between aft ET/orbiter
attach structure.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: VL?8-000063, -OOO062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE






MODEL COMPONENT : TTCTRCTMT; TAW - Trn
GENERAL DESCRIPTION '• Same as T. except larger.
.
ri.mn
DRAWING NUMBER : VL72-0001^3D. VL78-000063 ;
(Dimensions are to tank structural OML, TPS not included)
DIMENSIONS
Length , In.
















MODEL CCMPOHEHT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - MQQ










FULL SCALE MODEL SD.LE
1 1 0 0 13.^ .70 _
- 96.50 (LH) -Q.ObS
96.50 (RH) 0.965
n 2 . 65
2058.00 20.560













- 125.66 (LH) - 1.257









MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT Q
GENERAL DESCRIFTIOH: Rear ET to SRB attach structure (LH and RH), 3 members
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 MODEL DRAWING:
DRAWING NO.: VL76-OOOO6^. -O00062B. -000066






































MODEL COMPOHEHT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT-g
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Forvard orbiter/ET attach structure (2 member structure)
MODEL SCALE: Q .Q1Q MODEL DRAWING IK).:
DRAWING NO.: VL'j8-QOOQ62Ef Martin Marietta 8260020914
DIMENSIOHS: FULL SCALE
Member #1: „ X
.Member























MODEL COMPONENT: ET PROTUBERANCE - PTj^





Length - in. 30-90







MODEL COMPONENT: ELECTRICAL LINE -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Left-hand electrical conduit line on T^Q-
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000063, VL78-000062B
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at: X,p 1084.333 10.843
YT - 99-591 - 0.996
Zrp - 139.620 - 1.396
Trailing edge at: Xrp 2058.00 20.580
YT - 99-591 - 0.996
Zrp - 139.620 - 1.396
Conduit size: 2.0 x 6.0 0.02 x 0.06




MODEL COMPONENT: LOg RECIRCULATION LINE - PTgj
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LOg recirculation line on right-hand upper side
of T28.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000063, VL78-000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000
DIMENSIONS: ' FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at: *T lOto.667 10.U07
; YT 9^ -169 0.9^ 2
Trailing edge at: Xp - 2062-920 20.629
^ YT 70.000 0.700
ZT 573-93^  5-739
Diameter of line k.Q 0.0*40
Centerline of lines located radially at 0 = 33°^ 5'




MODEL COMPONENT: LHg RECIRCULATION LIKE -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: L re circulation line on
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: '/L78-000063, VL78-000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at: Xp 10U0.667 10.1|O7
Z,,
Trailing edge at:- X,j, 2062-920 20.629
YT - 70.00 - 0.700
ZT 573-93^  5-739
Diameter of line .^00
Centerline of line located radially at 0
(Left of TDL looking forward)
TABLE in (COSTS)
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: ELECTRICAL LINE - PT25
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Right-hand aft electrical conduit line on
with LBg pressure sensor line and I£>2 vent valve actuator line.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 ,
DRAV7IHGS NO. : VL78-000063, VL78-000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at: X,p 1084.333 10.843
YT 99.591 0.996
Zrp 139-620 1.396
Trailing edge at: ^ 2058.00 20-580
YT 99-591 0.996
ZT 139-620 1.396
Conduit size 2.0 x 6.0 0.020 x 0.06





MODEL COMPONEKT: L02 PRESSURE T.TNE - PT2g
GENERAL DESCRIPTIOH: L02 pressure line on the
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000063, VL78-000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000




















Centerline of line located radially at 0 = 27°




MODEL COMPONENT: ELECTRICAL LIRE - PT27




DIMENSIOHS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at: Xp 360-733 3-607
YT 11.549 0.115
Zy 412,474 4.125
Trail|ng edge at: Xp 876.273 8.763
YT 226.114 2.261
Z,p 646.774 6.468




MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLINE - FLio
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LE feedllne on upper left-hand side of
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: VL78-OO0063, VL78-000062B
DIMENSIONS:
Leading edge at: Xp
Trailing edge at:
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE


















MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLIHE: -
GEHERAL DESCRIPTION; LOg feedline on upper right-hand of
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000063, VL78-000062B
DIMENSIONS:
Leading edge at: X,p
Trailing edge at:



















|™ MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT BOOSTER SOLID ROCKET MOTOR -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION '• The BSRM is an external propulsion system
vnich is Jettisoned and recoverable after burnout. The BSRM's can be




DRAWING NUMBER : VC77-OOQ002. VC7Q -000002
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length, In. . 178Q.6Q 17.8q6
Max Width
 t Bank Dia., In. l46.no 1.460







WP of BSRM centerline (Zp) i»OO.OO 4.00
FS of BSRM nose (Xj) 7^3.0 7v430





MODEL COMPONENT: KOZZLES - Hflfl
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Floy-through SRB nozzle simulator e = 7.0 prototype.
MODEL SCALE = 0.010
DRAWING NO. SS-A01281 :,
MACHNO.: .. 2.6, 3.0, 3.5
DIMENSIONS
Kach Noi 2.6, 3-0, 3-5
Length ~ in.
Gimbea Point to Exit Plwxe





























MODEL COMPONENT :, SRB
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : on SRR side 0 H«» ta
leading edge, circular cross-section vith mounting flange. Tunnel
discontinued from XB = l5Qk.25 to 1517.75.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 MODEL DRAWING: SS-A01281
DRAWING NUMBER : VCT77-QQQ002A










Taper at leading edge
0.0^7
6.1Q




MODEL COMPONENT: CIRCUMFERENTIAL STIFFENER -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Four-ring stiffeners located at aft end of the


















' -. ft t .
TABLE m (CONT'D)
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPOHEHT: SRB PROTUBERANCE - PSg2
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Tie-dovn fixture on aft skirt. Total of four
mounted @ 30 deg to the vertical SRM centerline.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: VCTT-000002
j DIMENSIONS:' FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge @ Xfi - 1855-2 18.552
| Trailing edge @ XB = 1925.2 19-252
i • • .
I Width, maximum , In. 1^ .5 0.145
Height, maximum 9-0 0.090
Plan taper 12° 12°
OAC 70.0 0.700




MODEL COMPOHEHT: SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER - EXTERNAL TANK ATTACH -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Two ring stiff eners located at aft end of solid
















MODEL COMPOHEHT: CIRCUMFERENTIAL STIFFENER -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Ring stiff ener located at the point -where the

















MODEL COMPONENT: Data capsule and CAMERA - PSjc
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Cylinder located on forward skirt of SRB
containing camera and data storage equipment, mounted longitudinally.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
. DRAWING NO.: VCTT-000002
DIMENSIONS:
Length, In. at Xg
Diameter, In.








MODEL COMPONENT: FORWARD ATTACH -






Length, In, @ XB = W-2.?0
Width, In.
Outer:
Length, In. @ Xfi = ^2-70
Width, In.




























\ z.-^  \
voc
H3C






TABLE V. - SRB BLOWING SYSTEM SET PRESSURES

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RUDDER AND SPEKD ttJAKfi DEFLECTIONS













' " - ' i









b. Control Surface deflections






PARALLEL TO THE FRL
c. Panel Loads and Hinge Moments
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t. SRM Base Pressure Tap Array





a. 75-OTS in the ARC 8x7 Wind Tunnel, 3/4 Front View
Figure 3. Model photographs.
87
b. 75-OTS in the ARC 8 x 7 Wind Tunnel, 3/4 Rear View
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